
     The Week- 
Diary Dates!  

 

Book Fair 

The Book Fair has arrived!  All books are 

half the marked price.  The fair is open 

after school from 3.15pm—4.00pm until 

Tuesday 9th July.  Please come and  have 

a look. 
 

Summer Raffle 

We are holding a Summer Raffle which will 

be drawn on Friday 19th July with a theme 

of ‘Summer Holiday Entertainment’  Price 

is £1 for a strip of 5 tickets and are 

available from the school office. 
 

Online Journals 

We use online journals (ReallySchool and 

See-Saw) to record children’s work 

electronically.  We would like to inform 

you that the children’s work/data will be 

stored safely via these programs until the 

end of the academic year 2019/2020 

when they will then be deleted.   
 

Spare Underwear 

If you child has been loaned spare 

underwear recently we kindly request that 

it is brought back as our spare stock is 

very low at the moment. Thank you! 
 

Attendance  

Our Attendance for this week is a fab 

96.14% 

Classes achieving 95% and getting an 

attendance star are:- 

Armstrong Class   98.21% 

Attenborough Class  97.24% 

Hillary Class   97.24% 

Seacole Class   97.00% 

Donaldson Class  96.90% 

Cavell Class   96.67% 

Nightingale Class  95.33% 

Inkpen Class   95.00% 

Well done to Armstrong Class who are the 

Attendance Cup winners.  

Seacole Class have now achieved 10 

stars and earnt themselves toast-time! 

Don’t forget you can find all our latest 

school news on 

www.dogsthorpeinfants.co.uk or follow us 

on Twitter @DogsthorpeInf 

Message From Mrs Waters 
It has been a super week for us as everyone has explored where 

they are going to be in September! The children told me they were 

excited but a little bit nervous too. I was very proud to watch the 

children join their new classes with such confidence and positivity - 

they really shone brightly! Moving to a new year group can be 

daunting for the children but also for parents/carers too. I would 

like to assure you that we have taken a long time to make our final 

decisions about the organisation of classes and all teachers were 

involved in this process. We have taken into account a range of 

factors and we have ensured that ALL children are with friends from 

their current classes. A new school year opens up so many exciting 

opportunities for our children, building new friendships is one of 

them. We are supporting everyone with the transition and helping 

them to develop resilience to face this change with a smile. 

We are looking forward to a busy 'Fit for Fun' week next week, don't 

forget our SPORTS MORNING on Thurs 11th July - check the letter for 

all the timings so you don't get locked out!  

Enjoy the sunny weekend! 

EYFS 

What a fantastic week 

Reception have had! We have 

used adjectives to describe the 

characters and setting within 

the 'Three Billy Goats Gruff' story 

and have explored the size, 

weight and position of the 

goats when crossing the 

bridge. We have also had a 

lovely experience on the 

Learning Bus, using the VR 

headsets to watch videos of 

African animals. Finally, we had 

two fabulous days 

experiencing Year 1!  

Year 1 
We have been learning to 

write diary entries this week 

and finished our learning by 

writing a diary entry from the 

Giant's perspective from the 

story ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. 

The Year One teachers have 

enjoyed reading the children's 

diaries and have been so 

impressed with the ambitious 

word choices they have used 

to make their diaries even 

more interesting and engaging 

to read. We have enjoyed our 

two days meeting the new 

Year One children, they have 

impressed their new teachers 

with their positive behaviour.   

Year 2 

We have been exploring 'List Poems' and considering what they 

might find in a clown's pocket to write their own list poem. They 

have been using ambitious adjectives and similes to make their 

sentences exciting and are looking forward to performing their 

poems to the class. They enjoyed meeting their new teachers on 

move up day in preparation for Year 3. Best of all they loved 

their special leavers treat on Friday where they spent the whole 

morning with a fun visit from the lego workshop!  


